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ABSTRACT

An examination of the positive ion emission from tungsten and molybdenum
has been made in which it was sought to determine the following points: (1) The
nature of the ions emitted at various temperatures; (2) the temperature variation
of the positive ion current; (3) the theory of positive ion emission with regard to
where and how the ions are formed; (4) the positive ion work function for these
metals; (5}whether the work function, determined by experiment, checks with that
calculated by a simple cyclic process involving the thermionic work function, the
ionizing potential, and the latent heat of evaporation of the metal.

The mass spectrum for tungsten and molybdenum filaments taken at moderate
temperatures (1700' to 2000'K} has shown that the emitted ions consist of sodium,
the two isotopes of potassium, and aluminum. At high temperatures these impurities
disappear and finally both tungsten and molybdenum filaments yield positive ions of
their own metal. The latter confirm a report by Kahlin. The temperature variation
of the positive ion current at high temperature yields a value of 6.55 volts for the
positive ion v ork function of tungsten and 6.09 volts for that of molybdenum. These
values disagree widely from the values 10.88 volts and 9.26 volts calculated from the
simple cyclic process mentioned above. This suggests that the ions are formed as a
by-product of an irreversible recrystallization of the metal. Theoretical considerations
show that the ions are emitted from the metal and are not formed after a neutral
atom evaporates.

&NTIL recently, it has been thought that any positive ion emission from
metals was due entirely to ionized atoms of one or more impurities which

existed in the metal. O. M,'. Richardson' has shown that most metals contain a
very small amount of potassium which is driven out of the metal as the tem-
perature is raised. He obtained rather erratic results from tungsten and did
not give any data concerning molybdenum. His work was carried on for
temperatures below 2,000'K. J. J. Thomson' investigated the positive ion
emission from platinum by crossed electric and magnetic fields and found in
addition to those of alkaline impurities, ions having an atomic weight of 27
which he concluded were ionized CO molecules. More recent work' has shown
definitely that platinum contains potassium and sodium as impurities which
are ionized and emitted at high temperatures.

During the summer of 1927 the author attempted to perfect a pliotron
having a grid extremely well insulated. It was found during the course of this
investigation that part of the electric leakage to the grid was due to positive

' O. XV. Richardson. Emission of Electricity From Hot Bodies.
' J. J. Thomson, Camb. Phil. Proc. 15, 64 (1908).
' Barton, Harnwell, and Kunsman, Phys. Rev. 2'7, 739 (1926}.
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ions arising at the filament. These ions persisted even after the filament was

Hashed to some 3,000' and then well aged. An investigation of the natureof
these high temperature ions and the variation of the positive ion current with

temperature was undertaken. After the work was begun it was noted that
Jenkins' had found that the tungsten cathode of a Coolidge x-ray tube was a
source of positive ions. Mitra' carried on the investigation and obtained data
on the temperature variation of the positive ion current using a commercial

type of radio tube having a tungsten filament, but did not attempt to deter-
mine the positive ion work function. The author has given a preliminary re-

port' on such a work function.

MAss SPEcTRQGRAPH

The apparatus for obtaining the mass spectrum of the ions is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 1. It consisted essentially of a copper tube A in the
form of a half torus ring spun from sheet copper. The diameter of the cross
section was approximately 2.5 cm. Caps having the slits Sj and 52 were placed
over the ends. The slit S~ was about 0.8 mm wide and 8 mm long. The slit

D

Fig. 1. Diagram of mass spectrograph.

52 was somewhat larger being about 3 mm wide and 1 cm long. A wire fila-
ment of the metal under investigation having a length of about 1.4 cm was
placed at I'", parallel to the slit S~ and about 5 mm away from it. Ions passing
through 5& and bent by the magnetic field on an arc whose radius was 6.95 cm
were focused at 52. Those passing through S2 were collected on the electrode
C which was connected to a quadrant electrometer. The accelerating potent-
ial was applied between D and I'. The copper tube together with the filament
leads and collector leads were all sealed into a glass tube 8 which was ex-
hausted at E. A pressure less than 10 ' cm of Hg was maintained. The tube
was placed between poles of an electromagnet having pole pieces of large
diameter. The field in the region occupied by the tube was found to be uni-
form and its intensity was determined by careful Hip coil measurements.

In determining the mass spectrum, the field intensity was set at a given
value and the accelerating potential was varied very slowly but continuously

4 Jenkins, Phil. Mag. 4V, 1025 (1924),
' Mitra, Phil. Mag. 5, 67 (1928).
'Smith, Phys. Rev. 33, 279 (1929).
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by a mechanical device. The presence of a particular ion was noted by a drift
of the electrometer. When it began to drift, the rate of drift for various ac-
celerating potentials was taken and from these data the voltage yielding the
maximum rate of drift was obtained. The voltage across the hlament was
measured and one half of this drop was added to the voltage producing maxi-

mumm

drift to yield the true accelerating potential.

NATURE OF THE IONS

From the accelerating potential corresponding to a given electrometer
current, the atomic weight 8' was computed by means of the expression
W= (1/V) [RH/144. 5]' where R is the radius of the path traversed in cm, His
the held intensity in gauss, and V is the accelerating potential in volts. The
electrometer current in arbitrary units was plotted against 8' to give a mass
spectrogram. A typical mass spectrum for tungsten at moderate temperature
is shown in Fig. 2. The peak at W= 23.1 is due to sodium ( W= 23 0) and could
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I' ig. 2. Mass spectrum from tungsten at moderate temperatures {j.600—2000'K).

be detected at a temperature of about 1700'. The peaks at H/'=39 and 4i. 1

were also present at this temperature. They are undoubtedly due to the two
isotopes of potassium occurring at 8'=39 and 41. The only element falling
in this region is calcium(W=40. 07). No evidence of calcium ions has been
found and in fact it would be quite improbable that any appreciable amount
of calcium ~ould be ionized at these temperatures for its ionization potential
is too high (6.09 volts). The peak occurring at W=27.2 did not show up until
temperatures over about 2,000' were reached. This atomic weight compares
well with aluminum (W= 27.0), and since the ionizing potential of aluminum
is 5.9 volts we would not expect to find it until a higher temperature is reached
than would yield either potassium or sodium ions whose ionizing potentials
are 4.3 and 5.1 volts respectively. As mentioned before, J. J. Thomson found
ions of atomic weight 27 emitted from platinum and concluded that they were
ions of CO molecules (W=28). It seems improbable that these were really
positively ionized CO molecules because the ionizing potential of such mole-
cules is of the order of 14 volts, much too high to have any ions of CO present
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below the melting point of platinum. It therefore seems extremely likely that
aluminum was present as an impurity.

Fig. 3 is the mass spectrum obtained from molybdenum. It shows the
presence of the same impurities as existed in the tungsten. This spectrum
does not show as high a resolution as the one for tungsten but this is doubtless
due to the fact that it was obtained at a higher temperature and the voltage
drop along the hlament broadened the peaks. It is interesting to note that
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Fig. 3. Mass spectrum from molybdenum at moderate temperatures.

these impurities are present in extremely small amouts. A spectroscopic analy-
sis was made on the samples of tungsten and no trace of the impurities here
detected was found, which indicates that each was probably present in an
amount less than 1 part in 100,000 and certainly less than 1 part in 10,000.

These ions which are emitted at moderate temperatures become less in
number as time of heating increases and they can be gotten rid of quite
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Fig. 4. Mass spectrum of molybdenum and tungsten at high temperatures.

rapidly if the filament is aged at higher temperatures. As the temperature is
increased a point is found where no ions of impurities are emitted. On further
increasing the temperature to about 2500' for tungsten and 2300' for molyb-
denum new ions are emitted. The spectrum curves for molybdenum and
tungsten at these temperatures are plotted in Fig. 4. These spectra leave no
doubt that the high temperature ions from tungsten found by Jenkins and the
author are really tungsten ions, and that molybdenum also emits positive ions
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of molybdenum. While this paper was being prepared Kahlin reported in a
brief note~ that he had found tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, and rhodium
to emit positive ions of their own metal. The results given here corroborate
his results for tungsten and molybdenum.

No trace of doubly ionized atoms was found nor was there any evidence
of ions which were singly charged but having a mass of two or more atoms of
the material, although they were looked for. It appears that the ion of the
metal is emitted as a singly ionized atom.

VARIATION OF EMISSION WITH TEMPERATURE

To obtain the magnitude of the positive ion current for a given tempera-
ture, the form of tube shown in Fig. 5 was used. The current to the lower
cylinder was measured. For tungsten, the temperature was determined from
the current through a given sized filament as given by Langmuir and Jones. s

I ig. 5. Tube used to measure the positive ion current.

For molybdenum the temperature was determined from data kindly supplied
by S. Dushman giving the watts per cm' as a function of the temperature.
Volt-ampere characteristics of two hair pin filaments were taken. They had
the same diameter but different lengths, and were electrically welded to iden-
tical lead wires. By a method of differences the cooling eBect of the leads was
eliminated and the temperature of the center of the longer filament was ob-
tained as a function of the current through it.

The magnitude of the positive ion current from tungsten at a given tem-
perature depends on the heat treatment through which the filament has
passed. Furthermore there exists a decay with time which is slow after the
61ament has been allowed to age for a time and has been carried over the range

TABLE L Variation of positive ion current mth temperature.

Tungsten Molybdenum

Current per cm~

5.39X10'
9.71

18.3
25. 1
62.6
79.2

113.
168.
276.
424.

Temp. 'K

2390
2450
2500
2560
2585
2635
2670
2715
2760
2800

Current per cm~

2.43 X10'
3.89
5.71
7.79
9.71

13.6
17.3
20.4
24.3
29. 1

Temp. 'K

2300
2340
2375
2400
2420
2460
2470
2490
2500
2520

~ AVahlin, Phys. Rev. 34, 164 I'1929).
' Langmuir and Jones, General Electric Rev. p. 510, June 1927.
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of temperatures to be used. Hence in the case of tungsten no final value of
the current at a given temperature can be given. After a few hours aging at
about 2300', molybdenum seemed to give values that were reproducible.
These values could be duplicated after aging for several hours more at 2300'.
Table I shows data for tungsten and molybdenum obtained after some 5
hours aging.

PosITIvE IoN WoRK FUNcTIoN

In determining electronic work functions it has been customary to make
use of the usual electron emission formula

,g 2 2~—(Q et kT)

The work function g is found by plotting log I 2 log —T against 1/T and
determining the slope of the straight line thus found. This procedure however
would be incorrect for determining the work function for positive ions be-
cause of the difference in the process involved in the evaporation of ions. We
shall therefore deduce an expression which should be applicable for the eva-
poration of ions.

Following Bridgman' we take a neutral metal composed of n atoms at
0' absolute and raise its temperature to land evaporate nz ions reversibly at
the equilibrium pressure. At this temperature we then have a positive ion
gas, a negative surface charge, and the remaining neutral metal. Let the
entropy of one atom in the condensed state be denoted by s&, the entropy of
one evaporated ion by s2 and the entropy to be associated with the heat of
surface charging produced by the evaporation of one ion by s2'. The entropy
before evaporation is then ns& and the entropy after the evaporation of nz ions
is ms2+m &s' +(n —m)s&. Since the entropy after evaporation minus the en-
entropy before evaporation must equal the change of entropy during evapor-
ation we have,

(mL/T) = m(s2+ s2')+ (n m)s& —ns~—
where I is the latent heat of evaporation of one ion, the metal being isolated.
This expression reduces to

(L/T) = s2+ss' —s~.

Using essentially the same expressions for s„s& and s. as Bridgman, Eq. (1)
becomes—

I. 5—+loge
2' 2

(2nhI)'"O'" S—+—log, 2 —log, P
h" 2

(2)

+ ——d2 — — dT+sp
o 2 o

where p is the equilibrium vapor pressure of the ion gas; cM is the mass of one
ion; C2, is the heat capacity, at constant pressure, of an ion in the condensed

' Bridgman, Phys. Rev. 27, 173 (1926).
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state; C» is the heat capacity associated with the surface heat of charging
produced by the evaporation of one ion, and s, is the entropy associated with
the surface heat of charging at 1=0.
The latent heat of evaporation may be expressed as a function of the
temperature by the relation'

T

L r=L +0(5/2) kT+ C~,dT C—, dT
0 0

(3)

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) we have:

Jo (2~iV)'~'k"' s,
loge p = — +—loge T+logg +—"+

kT 2 h' k

1 ~C„, 1 1 'C 1 f
dT ——— C»dT —— dT ———

)I C~ dT
"0 T T 0 k 0 T T

This reduces to

Lo ( +2M) '3'"'
log, p= — +—log, T+log,

kT 2 h'

~ dT ~ s, 1 ('~ dT f~

Under equilibrium conditions just as many ions condense as are evapor-
ated per second, hence we may take the rate at which ions strike the surface
of the metal at the equilibrium pressure as the rate of evaporation. It may be
shown that at the pressure p the number of ions striking unit area per sec is

n =p/(27rMkT) '"
where M is the mass of the atom concerned. If some of the ions striking the
metal are not condensed but are reAected then the number emitted must be
n=(1 —r)p/(2sMkT)"2 where r is a reHection coe%cient. The positive ion

current will be given by

pe(1 —r)I=ee=—
(27rMkT)'"

log, p= log I+2 log, 2rrMkT log, e —log—(1—r).

Making use of (5), Eq. (4) becomes:

I.o k
log, I= — — -+2 log, 7+log, &+log, 2~k+log, —+log, e

kT h'

~dT ~
Sp 1 t~dT f~

+log, (1 r)+ I C,d—T+ — )' Jl C„dT———
k ~ o T' o k k o ~' o
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Jp 2' k'e
log, I= — +2 log, T+log, M+log, +log, (1—r)

kT h'

+—'Jl'" "~&'c„,or+ " 'J&—"—
, f

'
c~ T

0 0 k k 0 T' 0

(6)

The integral containing C„has been evaluated" for tungsten and molyb-
denum. Making use of the evaluation for tungsten and changing to logarithms
to the base ten, Eq. (6) becomes

—4+pe 1 ~ dT f' ~

log&o I+0.363 log&p T+1.64/ 10 'T = + — C ppd T
2.203k T 2.303k p T' p

(7)
Sp+ +log„(1—r)+12.43.

2.303k

Whereg~o=I. O/eis the equivalent difference of potential through which an
ion must be moved. The corresponding equation for molybdenum is,

—@+pe 1 ~ dT
loglo I+0.453 logqp T+2. 70&& 10 'T= — + -

II C7pd T
2 303kT 2 303k o T' "o

(g)
sp+— +loggp (1 r)+12.76. —

2.303k

If it were known how C» varied with the temperature then the above equation
would show exactly how the positive ion current varies with the temperature
and the work function /+0 could be found by putting all functions of T on the
left hand side of the equation except the term containing @+0 and plotting it
against 1jT. The slope of the straight line so obtained would yield &+0.

Langmuir and Tonks" have shown that the surface heat ofcharging for the
removal of electrons from a surface is very small i.e., of the order of 0.04 volts,
at 2270'. Although the fact that it is small does not mean that it cannot vary
rapidly with the temperature, we shall for the present assume Cpp 0.

Fig. 6 shows the result of plotting the data for tungsten according to
Eq. (7). Curve I is that obtained by plotting the data for tungsten given in

Table I. The points lie very close to a straight line. Curve II was obtained
after a sample of tungsten had aged some 30 hours and the rate of decay of the
positive ion current had become very small. The point to be noticed is that
even though a decay has taken place and the positive ion current has become
smaller for a given temperature it has the same temperature variation as it
had for considerably less aging, for the slopes of the lines I and II are the
same. Curve III shows the result of plotting the data given by Mitra accord-
ing to Eq. (7), As is evident, the curve so obtained has a slope almost identi-

"Jones, Langmuir and Mackay, Phys. Rev. 30, 201 (1927)."Langmuir and Tonks, Phys. Rev, Z9, 524 (1927).
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cal to that of Curves I and II. The fact that it is displaced relative to the other
lines does not yield any definite information because the area of emission used

by him was not given. Since the slopes of these curves are the same the work
function P+o is definitely determined. Eq. (7) represents each of the Curves
I and II with suitable change in the constant term. A discussion concerning
the value of the constant term will be given later.

As stated before, molybdenum after suitable aging gave reproducible
results. The data given for Mo in Table I were plotted according to Eq.
(8). Fig. 7 shows how well these data give a straight line thus determining
a value for P+0 for Mo.
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Fig. 6. Curves for determining the positive ion work
function of tungsten.

Fig. 7. Work function curve for
molybden um.

From Curve I, Fig. 6, /+0 for tungsten is 6.55 volts, Q+f) determined from
Curve II is 6.60 volts and from Mitra's data Q+o =6.55 volts. It cannot be
inferred that @+0 is determined with an accuracy suggested by these figures
for a slightly different line through the points yields a considerably different
&+0 as regards the third place, but 6.55 volts is undoubtedly a good representa-
tive value. The curve for molybdenum gives P+o = 6.09 volts.

The constant term that must appear in Eq. (7) to represent the data plot-
ted in Curve I, Fig. 6, is 6.5 j.. If Curve II is considered to have the same slope
as Curve I then the constant term for it is 6.28. From the curve for Mo it is
found that the constant term of Eq. (8) must be 6.90.
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Two serious difficulties now present themselves. The first is in regard to
the constant terms just determined. Each of them is respectively much sma1-
ler than the numerical term appearing on the right side of Eqs. ('7) and
(8). On the assumption that the entropy associated with the surface heat of
charging is zero, the constant 12.43 in Eq. (7) must be reduced to the value
obtained (about 6.5) solely by the magnitude of the refiection coefficient r.
To yield the proper constant, r would have to be so great that only 1 ion out
of about 100,000 striking unit area would be condensed. It appears, however,
that there is no quantitative evidence for such high values of r. For the eva-
poration of atoms, it has been found that satisfactory results are obtained
when r has been assumed to be equal to or nearly zero, and even in thermionic
emission r is probably not greater in order of magnitude than 0.5. Even if it
had not been assumed that the entropy associated with the surface charge
was zero, it is not likely that it would contribute a negative entropy constant
term in Eqs. (7) and (8). Such a negative entropy would mean that heat
would be developed when the metal surface became negatively charged and
seems improbable. In fact evidence is presented later to indicate that heat is
absorbed in the process of charging a metallic surface negatively.

The second difficulty seems more serious than the first. If we consider an
inclosure in which molybdenum say is in equilibrium with its radiation at a
given temperature T we may carry out the following cycle. Remove an elec-
tron and positive ion from the metal thus requiring an amount of work

+/+~ where Q y and Q+y are the respective work functions at the tem-
perature r, then allow the electron and ion to recombine thus producing a
neutral atom and yielding an amount of energy corresponding to its ionizing
potential V. Then let the atom condense on the metal thus yielding the heat
of condensation. This is a reversible cycle and the sum of all the energy trans-
fers should vanish thus:

p+&+4 &
——V+ U,

where U~ is the heat of evaporation at the temperature T. Guntherschulze'-'
has made use of such a cycle to compute P+p for those elements where the
remaining data were available. KVith the Q+p determined as above for molyb-
denum, all the terms of the cycle are known. U~ has been determined by
Langmuir and Tonks, " V has been determined from the spectral series for
molybdenum. " At zero degrees, Q p=4.42 volts, V=7.35 volts, Up=6. 33
volts. 6'e note then that

t + L'p = 7 .35+6.33 = 13.68

4'+p+ 4'—p
= 6 09+4.42 = 10.5 1

and that the cycle (9) fails to close by some 3.17 volts. Although the ioniza-
tion potential for tungsten has not been determined it can be estimated as
about 7.1 volts, and Up=8. 31 volts while @ p=4.53. For tungsten we have

'- Cuntherschulze, Zeits. f. Physik 31, 507 (1925).
"Compton and Mohler, Nat. Res. Council Bulletin No. 48, 81.
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V+ Up = 7.1+8.31 = 15.41

4 go+4 —0 = 6 55+4.53 = 11.08.

Again the cycle does not close by some 4.33 volts.
Since the value of &+0 which has been determined depends so greatly on

the theoretical equation used, and the effect of a possible surface heat of
charging and its variation with temperature, a check was made by computing
the values occurring in Eq. (9) at a given temperature. In order to do this
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,

Lr ——T(V vo) (dp/—d T) (10)

was used, where Lq is the heat of evaporation at the temperature T, V the
volume of the vapor, vo the volume of the metal and p is the vapor pressure.
Neglecting v, and setting V= 0 T/p we have

kT' dp d(log, p)
Lp —— —= kT'

p dr dT

KVe may express p in terms of the positive ion current by the relation (5),
obtaining:

p
log p=log IT'"~ (12)

where P is a constant. If r does not depend on T then Eq. (11) becomes:

Lr = kT' (log, IT"')
dT

This gives I.q in terms of the positive ion current measured and the tempera-
ture, and does not depend on any assumptions made concerning the surface
heat of charging. Changing to logarithms to the base 10 and expressing L, z

in terms of volts we have:

d
P+r =1.987 X10 'T' (1ogio IT'")

dT
(13)

The values of log~oIT'" were plotted against T for molybdenum and the slope
of this curve was determined at 2350'K. Using this slope, P+ at 2350' was
found to be 5.43 volts.

The electron work function $ at 2350' was computed from Eq. (3) as-
suming that the specific heat of the electrons in the condensed state was zero.
It's value was found to be 4.92 volts. The value of U at 2350' was also com-
puted by means of Eq. (3) in which the integral, fo C„dT for Mo was ob-
tained from the work of Jones, Langmuir, and Mackay. "At T= 2350', II
was found to be 5.41 volts. It is readily seen that if these values are substi-
tuted in the cycle (9) it still fails to close by some 2.45 volts. The failure of the
cycle to close is, therefore, not due principally to our lack of knowledge con-
cerning the surface heat of charging.
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Under the assumption that C» equals zero Eq. (3) assumes the form

5 0 T

L7 =Lp+—kT —
l C„dT.
0

The value of foC„dT for Mo wasdeterminedas statedabove. Converting
I.r to volts, Eq. (14) becomes,

@+z =Q+p —2. ~1X 10 T—5.3& X 10 T'+0.019. (15)

If C» is really zero then Eq. (15) should yield the same value of P+ at 2350'
as Eq. (13). Using the value of Q+o already determined (6.09), Q+r from Eq.
(15) at 2350' is 5.17 volts as compared with 5.43 volts determined from Eq.
(13). The difference between these two values represents a contribution due
to surface charging, thus indicating that heat is absorbed in the process. By
combining Eqs. (13) and (3) it would be possible to determine an empirical
value for the f, C» dT which in turn would modify the equation used to
determine @+p and therefore yield a slightly diA'erent value for P+p. It does
not seem desirable to do this until the theoretical form of C» is determined
because the empirical relation could be expressed in several differen t
forms which have no obvious theoretical significance.

It should be noted that P+r as expressed in Eq. (13) is independent of the
reAection coefficient as a result of the assumption that r was independent of
r. It is not at all unreasonable to suppose that r varies somewhat with the

temperature but it would have to vary with extreme rapidity to yield a value
of /+0 which would satisfy the energy cycle (9). Such an extreme variation in

r is not found in the evaporation of neutral atoms or electrons and therefore
may be regarded as untenable in the case of ionic evaporation. It is therefore
apparent that in Eqs. P) and (8) there are no terms missing which change
violently with the temperature and thus yield a value of Q+o sufficiently large
to close the energy cycle (9).

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF THE FILAMENT SURFACE

It is well known that the condition of the filament surface aA'ects the
electron emission very greatly. The ordinary thermionic work function of a
filament can be varied within wide limits by allowing a monatomic layer of
foreign atoms to deposit on its surface. Such a layer of thorium on tungsten
reduces the work function from 4.53 volts to 2.69 volts. On the other hand a
layer of oxygen on tungsten increases it to 9.2 volts. Since the positive ion
work function is related to the electron work function by Eq. (9) it follows
that impurities on the surface would eSect the positive ion work function
materially. It could be supposed for example that the positive ions were really
coming from small patches of the filament which were coated with oxygen
atoms. For a tungsten filament coated with oxygen @ p =9.22 volts. Using
this value of P in Eq. (9), P+o comes out to be 6.2 volts which agrees fairly
well with the value 6.55 volts determined by experiment.

If surface contamination is the cause of the discrepancy between the work
function determined experimentally and that calculated from the cycle, it
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is difhcult to see how it could be due to oxygen. In the first place, as far as
the writer is aware, it is impossible to keep oxygen atoms on the surface of
tungsten at temperatures above 2300' or 2400'. In order to be sure that oxy-
gen was not playing any part in the positive ion emission, a small amount of
oxygen was admitted while the tungsten was emitting positive ions but the
ion current was not affected until sufficient oxygen was admitted sensibly
to cool the filament. Asmall amount of argon was admitted in the same way but
the only effect was to decrease the ion current if an excessive amount was
admitted. Argon is chemically inactive and its only action was probably a
cooling of the filament.

It might be supposed that the surface of the filament was rough and jag-
ged when looked at through a microscope and that the ions were being emitted
from these microscopic points in the same way as electrons are emitted from
cold metals. In the latter phenomenon, however, the electrons are emitted
from the points because the field strength is extremely high at the point. In
the case of positive ions however the voltage applied between the collector
and filament was never greater than 150 volts and Mitra has shown that the
ion current saturates very well thus making the correction for the Schottky
eRect very small. Furthermore tungsten undergoes a recrystallization at about
2800'K and filaments that have been made rough by ion bombardment can
be made smooth again by raising the temperature above 2800'K. No extra-
ordinary behavior of the ion current was noted in the neighborhood of this
temperature.

RECOMBINATION AT THE FILAMENT SURFACE

If an appreciable amount of recombination took place at the surface of the
filament, then it would be possible that the positive ion current as measured
would not correspond to the actual rate af emission. The rate of recombina-
tion would be a function of the temperature and would modify the ion current
in such a way that the measured ion current would not yield the true work
function. The order of magnitude of this rate can be calculated from the
Thomson theory of recombination. Such a calculation shows that at 2500'K
the fraction of the ion current actually emitted which would be removed by
recombination is 6.5/10. ' It is therefore seen that recombination does not
measurably inHuence the measurement of the positive ion current.

PROBABLE IONIZATION OF ATOMS AFTER EVAPORATION

One may reasonably ask whether the ions might not be formed from
atoms after they evaporated. Ions certainly exist in the vapor of metal in

equilibrium with the metal itself, if the temperature is high enough even
though the metal emits electrons but no ions. The concentration of positive
ions in such a vapor may be obtained from Saba's ionization equation, and
some idea of the rate of formation of ions in such a vapor may be obtained by
calculating the number of collisions which occur with sufhcient energy to
ionize, and the number formed by the action of radiation from the hot metal.
Such calculations have been made by the writer with the result that the maxi-
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mum rate of formation of ions from neutral atoms in the vapor is entirely
negligible compared to the ion currents measured.

PHOTOELECTRONS FROM THE COLLECTING ELECTRODE

The effect of radiation from the filament in producing photoelectrons from
the collecting electrodes which would thereby influence the ion current meas-
ured has been investigated in several ways. In the first place Jenkins applied
a magnetic field at right angles to the ion current in his Coolidge x-ray tube
which was of sufhcient strength to prevent electrons leaving the cathode from
arri~ ing at the target when a positive potential was applied to it equal to the
negative potential used to collect the ions. This had no effect on the ion cur-
ent which could be true only if heavy ions alone were conducting the current.
Similar magnetic experiments performed by the writer produced no effect on
the ion current. Collecting electrodes of different metals were used but they
produced no changes in the ion current or the variation of it with tempera-
ture. The photoelectric effect does not therefore account for a measurable
par t of the current observed.

POSSIBILITY OF AN APPARENT KORE FUNCTION

It appears then that positive ions of the metal are actually emitted from
the metal and the amount of heat required to emit them is less than the
amount deduced from cycle (9) the latter of which should be the true heat
required. It seems necessary in order to overcome this discrepancy to assume
that the value of Q+ obtained from cycle (9) is the true work function for
positive ions while the value Q+ determined from the positive ion current is an

apparent work function, just as it was necessary to assume in the Sommer-
feld" theory of the Richardson effect that the true electron work function is
8"„and the value p 0 determined by actual measurement is only apparent.
In the Sommerfeld theory

Where 8'. is the true work required to remove an electron from the
metal and TV; is the maximum energy which the electrons already have in

the metal due to their high velocities acquired as a result of the velocity dis-
tribution law of the Fermi Statistics. It should be pointed out that TV, should
not replace P in cycle (9) because Q actually represents the work required
to remove an electron which already has the energy 8';. The term S";occurs
implicitly in cycle (9) in the heat of condensation term U, since in con-
densing the atoms together to form the metal, part of the heat U must have
been used up in giving the free electrons the energy TV;.

In the case of positive ions, the degeneracy condition which gave the elec-
trons their high internal energy 8';, is not fulfilled due to their large mass,
and their internal energy is the relatively small amount given by classical
theory. Hence the question concerning a S'; for ions does not arise. However
if it is to be assumed that Q+o is an apparent work function then there must

'4 Sommerfeld, Zeits. f. Physik 4V, 27 (1928).
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exist a source of energy of an amount P, which is not included in one of the
terms in Eq. (9) and the magnitude of which is equal to that required to close
the cycle (9). Such an amount of energy could not be supplied through the
agency of a force field tending to repel the ion from the metal since such
energy would be implicitly included in the work function @+.

It may be that tungsten and molybdenum slowly recrystallize in an ir-
reversible manner at high temperatures yielding the necessary energy P to
emit an ion. The ions would thus be emitted as a secondary eHect. In all
probability some electrons and atoms would be emitted as a result of the
recrystallization but the number thus emitted would be small compared with
the number actually emitted per second per cm' and wouM not therefore mea-
surably effect the heat of evaporation of atoms or the electron work function.
This may readily be seen by noting that at 2500'K, 3.52 X10"atoms of Mo
evaporate per sec per cm' while only 1.53 X 10"ions are emitted.

It must be concluded from the foregoing investigation that some, if not
all, hot metals emit positive ions of their own metal as well as neutral atoms
and electrons. The analysis made above shows that the mechanism of emis-
sion of electricity from hot metals is not clearly understood especially as
regards the emission of positive ions, for, unlike the evaporation of electrons
and neutral atoms, the evaporation of ions is not strictly represented by an
equation based upon thermodynamical arguments under equilibrium condi-
tions.

The writer wishes at this time to express his appreciation of the constant
help he has received from Professor R. C. Gibbs under whose direction this
work was carried out, of the valuable suggestions received from Professor
E. H. Kennard and of help given from time to time by other members of the
Cornell faculty interested in this work.


